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  Abstract  

 

          The present paper deals with using a useful method to monitor the wear of the teeth of milled 

tooth bits during drilling. This approach is done by using two dimensionless parameters TD 

(dimensionless torque) and RD (dimensionless rate of penetration) . By plotting TD vs. RD , The 

constants a1 and a2 could be determined and both used to calculate the two other dimensionless 

parameters  ED (bit efficiency) and FD (bit dullness) as a bit dullness evaluation indicators , which 

could be used  rather than other traditional techniques. This approach applied on three wells , Zubair 

#166 , Zubair #162 and Zubair #174 in Zubair field Southern Iraq .The obtained  results could be 

useful to detect bit wear and according to that, the decision of pulling and using new bits could be 

determined easily and therefore drilling operations will be actively done with lowest costs and 

efforts.                                                                                                                               .                        
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Nomenclature : 

 

a1: Empirically constant represent the intercept of the cross plot of TD vs. square root of  RD . 

a2: Empirically constant represent the slope of the cross plot of TD vs. square root of  RD. 

d : Bit diameter (in.). 

ED : Bit drilling efficiency (dimensionless). 

FD : Dimensionless tooth flat (dimensionless). 

M : Measured torque (lb.in). 

N : Speed rotation of the bit (rpm). 

R : Rate of penetration (ft/hr). 

RD : Dimensionless rate of penetration . 

TD : Dimensionless torque. 

W : Weight on bit (1000 lb.) 

WD : Dimensionless weight on bit. 

 

:Introduction  

 

            A new method is proposed to estimate the degree of tooth wear of drill bit by comparing its 

actual drilling performance , measured in real time , with the theoretical performance calculated 

from the properties of the bit by a knowledge of the operating conditions and the strength of the 

rock being penetrated. To do this, it will be necessary to make measurements of the properties of 

the rock as , or shortly after , it has been penetrated. Instruments are currently available to make 

these measurements, but sufficient data to test the method were not available , so  an alternative 

simulation techniques have been used to demonstrate the method in principle (Cooper 2002). 

Another method is provided for determining the state of wear of multicone drill bit. Vibrations 

generated by the working drill bit are detected and converted into a time oscillatory signal from 

which a frequency spectrum is derived. The periodicity of the frequency spectrum is extracted . The 

rate of rotation of at least one cone is determined from the periodicity and the state of wear of drill 

bit is derived from the rate of cone rotation (Jardine and Stuart 1990). One key factor in minimizing 

drilling costs is understanding rock-bit behavior, particularly the bit-tooth  wear at the bottom . It 

had been described a method that gives information about bit –tooth wear during drilling. The basic 

concept requires the torque equation which is a function of weight of bit. The equation is 

determined  from measurement while drilling (MWD) data. In today’s harsh economic environment 

field applications of the method should lead to more-accurate decisions about when to pull out bits 

and thus should reduce drilling costs(Fay 1993).A method for measuring the wear of milled tooth 

bits during oil well drilling uses surface and subsurface wellsite sensors to determine averaged 

values of penetration rate , rotation speed and MWD (measurements while drilling) values of torque 

and weight on bit to obtain a real time measurement of tooth wear , drilling efficiency and the in 

situ shear strength of the rock being used (Warren 1984) and (Burgess and Lesso 1985).                      

                                                                                                       .                           

:Theoretical background 

 

        A driller always wishes to know the state of wear of his drill bit , but without having to remove 

it from the hole. Observing a decrease in the rate of penetration of the bit is , however , not 

sufficient evidence unless the strength of the rock being penetrated is also known. In general ,a 

driller noting a decrease in the rate of penetration of the bit but he is unable to say whether it is 

because the bit teeth are worn, the bit is choked by an accumulation of sticky cuttings(bit balling) or 

whether the bit is still in good condition and simply penetrating a more resistant. There are many 

efforts to distinguish between these conditions .                                                                                    
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Milled tooth drilling bit 

 

 

 One of the practical efforts made by (Burgess and Lesso 1985) and (Fay 1993). After measuring 

the weight on bit (W) , the torque required to rotate the bit (T) , the speed of rotation  of the bit (N) 

and rate of penetration (R)(all these data calculated by MWD (measurement while drilling)).        

The dimensionless torque TD calculated from equation (1).                                                                  

                                                  

)1(./ dWMTD =
 

Where , M: is the measured torque (lb.in) or (lb.ft) , W: is the weight on bit (tons)   or ( kgms)   or 

(lbs)and d is the bit diameter (in.). Using appropriate dimensions to produce a dimensionless rate of 

penetration RD from the following equation :                                                                                         

  

)2(./ dNRRD =       
where,  R: is the rate of penetration (ft/hr) or (m/hr)  , N: is the rate of rotation of the drill bit (rph) 

and d: is the diameter of the bit (in.) . Using appropriate dimensions to produce a dimensionless   

RD . The values of a1 and a2 for a sharp drill bit determined empirically by plotting TD vs. Square 

root of RD from data collected for a sharp drill bit , with a1 being the intercept of the TD axis and a2 

being the slope of the time through the plotted points and determining bit efficiency from the 

equation following 

 

)3(/).( 12 aRaTE DDD −=
  

Where , ED: bit drilling efficiency (dimensionless). And according to ED , pulling the bit when the 

bit efficiency drops to a preselected value. Calculating the dimensionless tooth flat or bit                

flatness FD by computing the dimensionless weight on bit WD from the following equation :                                  

)4()..4(/ 1 DDD EaRW =
  

Where, WD :dimensionless weight on bit (dimensionless unit) and computing FD from the following 

equation : 
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)5()1(. DDD EWF −=
  

Where , FD : dimensionless tooth flat . (dimensionless) 

  

:Results and discussion 

 

        The presented research concentrated on three wells in Zubair field: Zubair #174 , l Zubair 

#162 and l Zubair #166. All tables and graphs used shown in the end of the research. All data   

required to compute the dimensionless parameters needs to be modify to homogeneous  units in 

order to be ready to use in calculations. Bit record data while drilling was given in Tables 1 , 4 and 

7 for wells Zubair #174 , #162 and #166  respectively. Data needed for dimensionless parameters 

calculations are rate of penetration (R) , measured torque (M) , weight on bit (W) , Rotary speed (N) 

and bit diameter (d). Modified data using conversion factors were tabulated in Tables 2 , 5 and 8 

through columns(3-7).Dimensionless torque (TD) had been computed by using equation (1)  , while  

dimensionless rate of penetration (RD) calculated from equation (2). Both TD and RD were tabulated 

in Tables 2 , 5 and 8 through columns 8,9.  The values of a1 and a2 were calculated by  cross 

plotting TD versus square root of RD , while square  root values of RD were tabulated in Tables 2 , 5 

and 8 in column 10. Figure(1) represent the above plot for well Zubair #174 with intercept a1= 

29.508 and slope a2= 0.1151 according to Excel fitness program. The same plot was done for well 

Zubair #162 as shown   in Figure (5) with a1= 41.253 and a2= 0.0266 as well as for well Zubair 

#166 ,where  a1= 45.369 and a2= 0.0247 which is shown in Figure (9). Bit efficiency (ED) was 

calculated by using equation (3), then calculating dimensionless weight on bit (WD) from equation 

(4) and finally computing bit flatness FD by using equation (5). Results of ED , WD and FD  were 

tabulated in Tables 3 , 6 and 9 for wells Zubair #174 , #162 and #166 respectively. Generally we 

expect that a1 has a greater value for soft formation bits than for hard formation bits , because of the 

longer teeth and the gouging action , while a2 is generally greater for hard formation bits than for 

soft formation bits , because hard formation bits drill by a rolling action that crushes and grinds the 

rock. According to the theory of Burgess and Lesso ED is a positive value   less than 1. ED is equal to 

1 for a sharp new bit. As wear occurs , ED  decreases towards zero. ED also decreases when the rock 

formation becomes harder. ED value could be increased by increasing the weight on bit.                           

  

:#174Zubair well 

 

      The computed data of bit efficiency (ED) and bit flatness FD displayed in Figures (2),(3)and(4) 

for well Zubair #174 , where an important drop of  ED from (0.710744) at depth 1759m to (0.660564) 

at depth 1777m was recognized .Corresponding to bit record data from Table (1) at depth 1759m , it 

was noticed that bit bearing dullness reaches 7 out of 8 , which means that bearing of the bit is nearly 

dulled and due to that the bit must be pulled and replaced by a new one. Meanwhile at depth 1777m 

tooth dullness equals to 1 out of 8  and bearing wear is 2 out of 8 (Table 1) which means using a new 

bit . The same thing is also shown at depth 3084m , where  ED drops from (1.135093) to (0.926803) 

at depth 3093m . From Table (1) at depth 3084m tooth dullness is equals to 5 out of 8 and bearing 

dullness is 3 out of 8 and due to that a decision made to pull the dulled bit at depth 3084m , where at 

depth 3093m tooth bearing is equals to 1 and bearing dullness is equals to zero which means using a 

new bit at that depth. When the values of ED proceeds 1 this can be interpreted as places in which 

stabilizers between the (MWD) tools and the bit are rubbing the formation. When these stabilizers 

lose a significant amount of torque the result is high ED values and low FD
 
values

 
. The interpretation 

of FD is so similar to ED , where bit flatness (FD) for a new bit is close to zero and when FD increases 

significantly above zero this means that the bit is nearly worn and needs to be replaced. From      

Table (3) and Figure (4) for well Zubair #174 , the value of FD equals to (0.004526) at depth 1759m 

and significant increase to (0.10494) at depth 1777m , which means bit is nearly worn at depth 
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1759m and replaced by a new one at depth 1777m. Also at depth 3084m FD equals to (-0.00224) and                                     

  increases significantly to (0.000597) at depth 3093m.                                                          

  

:#162Zubair well  

 

       Values of ED and FD plotted versus depth for well Zubair #162 was shown in Figure(6) , (7) and 

(8).  From Table (6) it had been recognized that at depth 660m ED equals to (0.870655) which drops 

to (0.870645) at depth 947m . Beside that at the same depth above i.e.660m FD equals to (0.001951) 

and increases significantly to (0.003404) at depth 947m . All that mean using a new bit at depth 947m 

bit .Table (4) emphasized the replacing of a new bit by the data tabulated under dullness condition 

columns. Also at depth 2074m, ED = (1.792553) and drops to (1.075509) at depth 2440m , while ,       

  FD = (-0.00724) at depth 2074m and then increased to (-0.00192) at depth 2440m  and that mean 

using a new bit between depth (2074m-2440m). This procedure is illustrated well in Table (4) where, 

bit tooth dullness = 4 out of 8 beside bit bearing wear = 4 out of 8 , which means as shown before that 

the bit had been replaced at depth 2440m where both bit bearing dullness and tooth dullness equals to 

2 out of 8 , which means using a new bit.                                                                                                  

 

:66#1Zubair well 

 

     Again ED and FD sketched versus depth for well Zubair #166 in Figures (10) , (11) and (12) .Also 

by getting the benefit of Table (7) , it was noticed that at depth 1407m ED equals to (0.961305) and 

significantly drops to (0.678565) at depth 1887m. Also FD at depth 1407m equals to (0.001057) and 

then increases to (0.0079) at depth 1887m. And hence this means that it is necessary to use a new bit 

between the above mentioned depths. Now between depths 2070m and 2281m the values of ED 

equals to (1.466934) and (1.179081) respectively , which illustrates significant drop in ED value , 

while at the same depths above , FD equals to (-0.0048) and  (-0.00406) respectively, and that means 

increasing in FD value. Both ED and FD values gave an indication that at depth 2070m the bit is worn 

and need to be replaced .This is also illustrated clearly in Table (7) , where under dullness condition 

at depth 2070m the tooth dullness equals to 6 out of 8 and bearing dullness equals to 6 out of 8 which 

means that the bit is completely worn and must be changed , while at depth 2281m tooth and bearing 

dullness is much lower than before which means that the bit is replaced by a new one.                           

  

: Conclusions  

 

1- Detecting bit wear (bit efficiency ED) and (bit flatness FD) would be a significant advantage to 

obtain information regarding tooth wear and cone or tooth failure. With such information, drill bit 

could be used to the full extent of its useful life and so to maximize the drilling operation and 

decreasing drilling costs.                                                                                                                            

2- Using this approach is so useful to lead to more accurate decisions about when to pull out bits and 

using new ones depending upon the value of ED and FD rather than using old techniques, and thus 

should reduce drilling costs.                                                                                                                       

3- The sketches of ED and FD versus depth give a reliable indication of tooth wear and could become 

possible to accurately predict bit wear in real time from measurements while drilling.                           
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Table (2) Converted data required to equations calculations for well Zubair#174.  
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Table (3) Calculated dimensionless Bit efficiency (ED)  

and dimensionless bit flat (FD) for well Zubair#174  

 
Dimensional bit 

flat (FD)  
  

Dimensional  
Weight on bit 

(WD)  

Bit efficiency 

(ED) 

Depth  
(m) 

0.008272 0.021883 0.62199 511 

0.019725 0.041998 0.530345 
755 

0.005267 0.020752 0.746173 1318 

0.00394 0.016576 0.762292 1585 

0.004526 0.015648 0.710744 
1759 

0.010494 0.030916 0.660564 
1777 

-0.0042 0.027546 1.152375 
2040 

-0.00234 0.006667 1.350903 
2207 

-0.00338 0.010586 1.319685 
2521 

-0.00224 0.006322 1.354093 
3084 

0.000597 0.008161 0.926803 
3093 

-0.0066 0.015337 1.430466 
3226 

-0.00641 0.01478 1.43387 
3345 
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Table (6) Calculated dimensionless Bit efficiency (ED) 

and dimensionless bit flat (FD) for well Zubair#162  
  

Dimensional bit 

flat (FD)  
  

Dimensional  
Weight on bit 

(WD)  

Bit efficiency 

(ED) 

Depth  
(m) 

0.006839 0.016520502 0.586012 38 

0.001951 0.015084928 0.870655 660 

0.003404 0.026311831 0.870645 947 

0.001982 0.029509051 0.932833 1440 

0.001402 0.020878891 0.93284 1530 

-0.00084 0.007056162 1.119429 1721 

-0.00094 0.007893889 1.119427 1925 

-0.00724 0.009134328 1.792553 2074 

-0.00192 0.025373679 1.075509 2440 
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Table (9) Calculated dimensionless Bit efficiency (ED) 

and dimensionless bit flat (FD) well Zubair#166  
  

  
Dimensional bit 

flat (FD)  
  

Dimensional  
Weight on bit 

(WD)  

Bit efficiency 

(ED) 

Depth  
(m) 

0.008374 0.040192 0.791653 706 

0.005082 0.024394 0.791662 919 

0.001057 0.027309 0.961305 1407 

0.0079 0.024576 0.678565 1887 

0.003196 0.015339 0.791668 1920 

-0.0048 0.010278 1.466934 2070 

-0.00593 0.012695 1.466931 2220 

-0.00406 0.022653 1.179081 2281 

-0.00514 0.028708 1.179076 2332 
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Fig.(1) Cross plot of TD Vs. Sqr. Root of (RD) for well Zubair 
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Fig.(5) Cross plot of  Td vs. Sqr(Rd)  for well 

zubair #162
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Fig.(5) Cross plot of Td vs. Sqr. Root of (Rd) for well Zubir#162 
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Fig.(9) Cross plot of Td vs. Sqr(Rd) for well Zubair#166
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Abstract 

 In chemical technology and power engineering, equipment containing heat exchanging pipes 

and various cylindrical links immersed into moving fluid was often used. The estimation of the 

hydrodynamic action on these elements is based on the solution of the plane problem on the flow 

past a cylinder. In the hydrodynamics of inviscid flow past a body of nonzero thickness, it was 

assumed that there are regions near the body in which the flow accelerates from the front stagnation 

point to the midsection and decelerates behind the midsection. According to the Bernoulli theorem, 

a pressure counter-gradient arises in the deceleration region, which acts both in the outer flow and 

in the boundary layer. For the inviscid flow, the fluid particles store sufficiently much kinetic 

energy in the acceleration region to overcome this barrier, but in the frictional flow, the fluid 

particles that remain in the boundary layer cannot reach the region of higher pressure. They are 

pushed away from the wall, and an opposite flow arises downstream. This phenomenon is known as 

the boundary layer separation. A CFD models were simulated for the viscous flow past bodies 

changed from a circular cylinder to flat plate. FLUENT 6.3.26 package was used for solving the 

model preprocessed in GAMBIT 2.3.16 for flow past a body. Fluent solvers were based on the 

finite volume method and general conservation (transport) equation for momentum was discretized 

into algebraic equations. The pressure and velocity gradients for viscous flow past bodies changed 

from a circular cylinder to flat plate was predicted and plotted and the effect of eccentricity on the 

pressure and velocity gradients was studied. 
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